From: Jeannie Dunning [mailto:dunninghome@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, April 19, 2018 9:16 PM
To: Cynthia A. Armstrong <carmstro@pasco.k12.fl.us>; Alison G. Crumbley <acrumble@pasco.k12.fl.us>; Colleen
Rene Beaudoin <crbeaudo@pasco.k12.fl.us>; Allen Altman <alaltman@pasco.k12.fl.us>; James S. Luikart
<jluikart@pasco.k12.fl.us>
Cc: Christopher G. Williams <cwilliam@pasco.k12.fl.us>
Subject: Map Proposal
Good Evening,
I would like to thank you for listening to my presentation Tuesday night and hope you found it informative on the
changes occurring with the development in this area. I wanted to email you what I presented and believe it has
figures in it to be considered and are significant in your decision making. This email hopefully serves to be objective
and helpful.
In regards to the map I proposed on Tuesday (Superintendent Brownings proposal 5x, but with trading
Longleaf/Ellington/Sienna Woods for Asturia), I would like to point out that it is the same map that was also devised
by the boundary committee last year as one of the options and is referred to as Map 11x (attached). The even
better part about this map is now we know from two board meetings ago that Starkey K-8 is on track to open and
that Asturia/Starkey Ranch will be rezoned to attend it in two years from this August (opens August 2021) and we
now have K Tech providing relief as well. This would make the projections on the attached map 11x for River Ridge
Middle to be at 101% in ten years. The even better part about this map for Seven Springs Middle is now that Pulte
Homes has pulled out of developing neighborhood 4 in Longleaf, this reduction of growth by 400+ homes from
Longleaf N4 reduces the initial projection for SSMS to be much lower than the 125% in 5 years and much lower
than the 129% in the year 10 projection.
With map 11x River Ridge High School would only be at 114% in five years (without removal of any students to
attend K Tech). With the projected opening of the Starkey High School August 2024, this would drop the 10 year
projection of 134% significantly lower by the removal of Starkey Ranch/Asturia).
With Map 11x Mitchell High would only be at 113% at the ten year projection and that was projected when Longleaf
was slated to have neighborhood 4. Now that Pulte has rescinded, this 113% capacity in ten years will actually be
under capacity. This 113% was without removing any students for K Tech as well.
Mitchell Ranch South, Master Plan states 90 homes, is breaking ground now directly next door to SSMS/JWMHS.
This new growth is another reason we need to focus on letting the under capacity schools of PRSMS/AHS provide
relief to our already overcrowded schools.
In summary, I still propose the map Superintendent Brownings Map 5x is recommending, but with the exchange of
Longleaf/Sienna Woods/Ellington for Asturia. This is the most balanced map of not only numbers, but most
importantly keeping the communities together that would serve no purpose being taken out of their current school.
It corrects the feeder pattern of Fairway. It keeps Longleaf/Fairway together. It keeps Asturia/Starkey Ranch
together, and it most importantly begins filling the under capacity schools on the west side that must be eventually
filled as the growth on State Road 54 continues. I think we all can agree the 54 corridor is rapidly developing and the
under-capacity schools need to be utilized to provide relief. There is absolutely not one negative about having
Asturia attend River Ridge schools for two years and letting those friendships start now. In fact, that should be a
priority. Let the families moving into Asturia choose to go to River Ridge schools. Let those children open Starkey K-

8 together.
Thank you for your time and consideration,
Jeannie Dunning
*I have the Master plans for Asturia, Starkey Ranch and Mitchell Ranch South. Please let me know if you would like
them and I will send them to you. They show the connecting roads between Asturia/Starkey Ranch without them
having to go on 54 and it takes them directly to Starkey Blvd. These roads are being constructed right now. I am not
talking about the Ridge Rd. extension that is on delay. This would be great for your buses as well.*

